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Evaluation of CNN-based algorithms for human pose
analysis of persons in red carpet scenarios
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Abstract: We evaluate two CNN-based algorithms for keypoint-based human pose analysis on two
image test sets containing red carpet scenarios, one taken under controlled conditions in a TV studio
environment and another more heterogeneous data set taken from FlickR without any restriction but
to contain a red carpet. We focus on the pose of persons standing directly on the red carpet. A web
application is presented allowing collaborative work to confirm or modify already pre-localised body
keypoints given from the method presented in [Ca17]. These annotations helped to quickly define
ground truth for the subsequent evaluation of several hundreds of persons standing on a red carpet. An
own evaluation formalism is presented that adopts to the size of the respective keypoints. The TV
studio data set includes coarsely defined body and head poses. Using the angular information, we are
able to quantitatively define the optimum head pose angle range and limitations of facial keypoint
determination.
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1 Introduction

Human pose estimation and analysis is a state of the art topic, relevant for assisted living,
security, robotic or metadata enrichment of images with persons in general. Existing human
pose data sets have brought up their own specific evaluation metrics which are required to
determine method accuracy of pose estimation algorithms [Li14]. A common approach is
to classify the human body into keypoints, i.e. the head with eyes, nose, mouth and ears, the
upper body with wrists, elbows, shoulders and neck, and the lower body with hips, knees
and ankles. Benchmarks exist for example for the MPII data set, separated into each single
keypoint [An14]. The x,y–coordinates may be exploited to analyse or discriminate human
poses like waving or shaking hands. Automatic classification of human poses proves useful
in photography intense events like red carpet scenarios, press conferences, sport events,
ceremonies, weddings and many more. Here we like to focus on two recently published
algorithms capable of extracting body keypoints of single or multiple persons, using trained
convolutional neural networks [We16, Ca17, Ca16] and apply them to two red carpet
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scenario test sets, one recorded in a TV studio under laboratory conditions and a more
heterogeneous set crawled from FlickR. We present a keypoint-specific evaluation measure
including a keypoint-specific size scalable tolerance zone for classification, an approach
partially used in [Li14] and evaluate both sets in terms of recall, precision and accuracy of
keypoint extraction. Therefore we developed a model-driven annotation tool allowing for
collaborative annotation/correction of already pre-classified body keypoints.

2 Dataset Description
Two data sets showing persons on and next to a red carpet were evaluated by the two
already mentioned CNN-based methods [We16, Ca17, Ca16]. The FlickR-based test set is
an arbitrary collection of images crawled without any restriction but to contain the search
term “red carpet”. In contrast, we recorded our own data set in a TV-studio under rather
controlled conditions, which are different camera perspectives, different persons on the red
carpet and different poses of body and head with respect to the camera. Both are explained
in more detail in the following.

FlickR-based data set: Data were crawled from FlickR without any restrictions but the
search term “red carpet” to represent a heterogeneous data set as they might exist directly
after a series of photo-shootings in different locations and/or events. Our test set consists of
100 images, where 250 persons standing on red carpets were analysed. It contains male and
female persons, alone or in groups with other persons and in different distances from the
camera.

“Media Informatics” TV studio data set: This data set consists of about 850 images showing
pose variants of one person standing on a red carpet surrounded by a group of other people
next to the red carpet, each recorded by 4 cameras at the same time with a tolerance of 1 s
time delay due to manual triggering. Two cameras record the scenery from the same angle
but at different height. There are 10 male and one female persons in the age of 20–35 years
on the red carpet, one at a time, rotating their body counter clockwise in roughly 30◦ steps,
where each body position is divided into 3 head rotations relative to the body (left, straight,
right). The arms are either hanging down or are raised up. Some example images are given
in Figure 1.

3 Model-driven Annotation
For quick generation of ground truth data for the two image test sets, a web application
is used. The self developed application consists of a server written in Python and a client
written in JavaScript. It was used before for other annotation purposes and got several
improvements and extensions to serve the special needs of this use case.

As shown in Figure 2 the GUI is kept quite functional. The main part consists of the image,
that should be annotated. On the top row there are options to select a data set and one or
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Human pose analysis evaluation 3

Fig. 1: Examples of the red carpet data set recorded in the “Media Informatics” TV studio showing
the keypoint results of Cao et al. [Ca17] (top) A male adult person standing on the red carpet with
fixed body position and 3 different head orientations. (bottom) A female adult person looking straight
in 4 different body positions and two different arm poses.

more label sets to label the images in the data set. For multi-user-functionality a user-ID
has to be chosen. The rightmost part of the top row gives some hints to the active tool, that
can be chosen on the left side. From top to bottom there are different annotation options:
bounding boxes (rectangles), square bounding boxed (squares), lines, dots, global labels
(whole image), edit mode (change the coordinates of the different shapes) and rating mode
(another form of global labels that rate the image on a 1 to 5 star scale).

For this scenario only the dot tool is used to create new labels and the edit tool to change
the position of existing labels. The right side shows the different labels. For each label
an instance of the selected label set has to be chosen and there is the option to copy this
selection to all following labels, as well as the option to delete all labels of the same kind
or to only delete the selected label. The coordinates are also shown and a click on them
switches to edit mode for this x,y–pair. Normally, in edit mode a click somewhere on the
image activates the nearest pair of coordinates for editing and a second click on the image
sets the new position. If a pair of coordinates is activated for editing, the whole label can be
deleted by pressing the key “D” on the keyboard. Therefor one don’t have to find the right
label box in the list, but only have to select the wrong label in edit mode.

While using the dot tool, a click on the image sets the position of a new label that is appended
to the bottom of the list on the right side. The visual representation of the label on the image
and the label box on the right side share the same colour for better identification. To increase
the usability with many labels, the visual representation starts to blink, when the label box
is hovered by the mouse pointer. The same effect is used as preview for the delete functions

Human pose analysis evaluation 2203
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Fig. 2: Screenshot of the web-based annotation showing a male adult person standing on the red
carpet marked by 16 of 17 possible body and face keypoints (coloured squares) available from the
method presented in [Ca17]. The panel on the right exemplifies some keypoint locations and label
modification functionality.

so that the labels to be deleted can be easily identified. A further usability improvement is
achieved by assigning the same label colour to all labels of the same kind, e.g. a left eye is
always light blue and a right eye is always dark blue as shown in the figure.

The default size of the image is chosen to make it fit in the middle of the screen. As cameras
are able to take photos that have a much higher resolution than computer screens, there is
the possibility to zoom into the image, which helps to click on a certain position. This is
done via the mouse wheel. While zooming, the image stays focused at the current mouse
cursor position on the image. By pressing the right or middle mouse button the zoom resets
to default size.

After all labels are finished for one image, the application can send the results to the server
in JSON-format. This is triggered by a click on the right symbol in the control menu
on the bottom of the image. If there are no errors with the annotation (i.e. labels with
missing instances of one or more label sets), the server saves the annotation in JSON- and/or
XML-format and delivers the information for the next image to be labeled. Other possible
actions in the control menu are from left to right: going one image back and reloading the
last annotated image, deleting the last label, deleting all labels and even deleting the whole
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image, as there may be errors in the image set. On the bottom of the screen there is a status
bar that gives some information about the image name and the position in the data set.

The client-server architecture is used for multi-user-functionality. Different users on several
clients can use the application at the same time and collaboratively work together. Each user
just needs a recent web browser, that can render the GUI and supports the used JavaScripts.
As the jQuery-Framework is used widely, there should be cross-browser-compatibility, but
the application is tested mainly on Mozilla Firefox and Google Chrome. Normally, each user
gets different parts of the data set but there is also the possibility to get multiple annotations
from different users for each image. The server is written in Python and therefore usable on
any server that supports this script language and not bound to any special system.

The main extension, that got implemented for this test case, is the possibility to load existing
annotations together with the image. The server can parse different annotation formats and
sends these labels together with the image to the client, when a new image is requested
showing the labels superimposed to the image. This is used in this test case for quick
generation of ground truth data. As no complete annotation has to be done, this idea is
called model-driven annotation [Ri15]. The output of an existing algorithm is presented –
in this case the promising pose estimation algorithm from Cao et al. [Ca17] – and corrected
by the users within this web application. This approach was used as it is much faster to
simply adjust the position of some labels than to create them from scratch.

4 Evaluation of human pose keypoints

There are different evaluation measures for human pose analysis. One of them is a metric
presented in [Li14] which measures the overall overlap between coordinates of the ground
truth (GT) and detected keypoints. Alternatively, a tolerance radius around the GT coordinates
defines the spatial limit of detected coordinates to be a true positive (TP) or false positive
(FP). The algorithms under investigation estimate the positions of the keypoints summarised
in Table 1. Adopted from the evaluation concept presented in [Li14], we define each
keypoint’s extension relative to the largest keypoint, which is the hip (see last column
of Table 1). The absolute values within an image were scaled from the vertical distance
between ankles and vertex or the largest available vertical keypoint pair distance (e.g. eyes
to hips, if legs are not within the image).

A collection of examples visualising our evaluation scheme with the aforementioned metric
is shown in Figure 3. As mentioned our annotations rely on the pose estimations of [Ca17].
The ground truth achieved through manual corrections is visualised by circles. Their colour
represents whether the respective keypoint was correctly localised within the tolerance
radius (TP) or whether it was not detected due to false detection (yellow circles) or due to
non-detection (blue circles). For detections provided by the respective algorithm, we use
a green cross to mark the location of a true positive (TP) and yellow ones to mark false
positives (FP), i.e. a detection lying outside the region defined by the tolerance radius. In
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Tab. 1: Accessible classes of human body keypoints with different methods methods and their relative
size scaling used for evaluation.

keypoint abbreviation [Ca17] [We16] Evaluation [Li14] scale (%)
vertex vert - + -
neck neck + + -
eyes Leye, Reye + - + 23.4
ears Lear, Rear + - + 32.7
nose neck + - + 24.3
shoulders Lshoulder, Rshoulder + + + 73.8
elbows Lelbow, Relbow + + + 57.9
wrists Lwrist, Rwrist + + + 57.9
hips Lhip, Rhip + + + 100.0
knees Lknee, Rknee + + + 81.3
ankles Lankle, Rankle + + + 83.2
sum 18 14 17

Figure 3, we exemplify typical factors leading to FP-FN combinations: a) overestimation of
eyes shifted towards the eyebrow, b) local blur due to motion, c-d) localisation of keypoints
on other persons, especially when they are in opposite directions and next to each other,
where e.g. both person’s left arms are close, e) increasing inaccuracy of location due to
occlusion or textures by clothes, f) occlusions by own body parts and g) similar to c)
confusion of extremities with those of other persons, especially partly covered persons. In
general one might argue to scale the tolerance radii somewhat larger, since relative positions
of keypoints might still prove to be useful for simple behaviour estimations.

Recall (r), Precision (p) and F1 measure (F1) of each body keypoint were determined by
a summation of the number of TP, FP and FN over all persons defined as GT within all
images of the respective data set. From these sum values we calculated r, p and F1, where
Figure 4 shows F1 as function of the body keypoints mentioned in Table 1 derived from the
method of Cao et al. [Ca17]. The error bars mark the boundaries given be r and p. The most
accurate keypoints in the TV studio data set are the ones from the lower body with almost
100 % accuracy, which is most probably due to the fact that there are almost no occlusions
with other persons. The lowest F1 measure values obtained facial keypoints like eyes, ears
and nose. The eyes are systematically localised towards the eyebrow, while ears are often
partially hidden due to the persons hair. The accuracy of arm localisation is decreasing
from shoulder to the wrist, in many cases due to misinterpretations with extremities of other
neighbouring persons. Other reasons for localisation inaccuracy is the fact that hands and
elbows are subject to motion and thus blur impeding the algorithm’s localisation precision.
The FlickR data set leads to generally lower accuracy. The inaccuracy of the lower body
might be due to the fact that in real world red carpet scenarios women are more in the
focus of photographers and often wear skirts or long dresses in these kind of event leading
to more occlusion of knees and feet. Additionally, there is a distinct number of images
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Fig. 3: Examples for Ground Truth visualisation and the classification into TP, FP and FN according
to scaled tolerance radii. Typical false keypoint detection problems marked in yellow and blue are
collected in a) to g) and explained in more details within the text.

with small groups of celebrities standing very close to each other and partially embracing
each other. To disentangle such multi-person poses seems very challenging to these kind of
algorithms. Only the results for eyes and ears are somewhat better in the real world data set
from FlickR, which might be due to the fact that photographers select more frontal head
perspectives for aesthetic reasons. The second pose estimation algorithm from [We16] gives
qualitatively similar results as shown in the right of Figure 4. Lower body keypoints are
localised better than the ones from upper body, but in general the performance is somewhat
below the method of Wei et al. The comparably low accuracy for the FlickR data set is
attributable to the fact of having multiple persons on the carpet and not all persons shown
as full body or the body is subject to occlusions. In such cases, the algorithm tends to fail.
To prove the multiple-person problem, Figure 4 includes a separate evaluation (marked by
red open circles) of filtered images from the FlickR data set where only a single person is
located on the red carpet, which shows a distinct rise in detection accuracy. Ankle and knee
deviations most likely stem from their occlusion by long evening dresses or skirts.

The effect of head orientation with respect to the camera is shown in Figure 5 for eyes and
ears. Clearly, there is an optimal range where these keypoints are well detected: coarsely
for frontal face imaging until about 90 degree, whereat the eye which is more apart from
the camera becomes increasingly worse localised. This might be an expected observation,
but can be quantified to determine the angle resolution limits of a method. For the angle

Human pose analysis evaluation 2207
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Fig. 4: Evaluation results of 2 pose estimations methods for two given red carpet data sets.

range without data points, keypoints are most probably neither detectable any more by the
annotator nor by the methods.

Fig. 5: Evaluation results of facial keypoints upon variation of the head pose applying [Ca17].

5 Conclusion and Outlook

We have summarised results from two human keypoint detection algorithms based on
convolutional neural networks. The results are quite promising but also revealed weaknesses.
If persons are well isolated, results are outstanding. Problems rise with increasing body
or head rotation which was exemplified by systematically changing the angle dependency
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of the head in the TV studio red carpet data set. Further problems were observed when
critical distances or distinct relative positions are taken by the person within an image.
Still all accuracies are above 70%, especially those of the lower body or of keypoints that
have less degrees of freedom to move in typical red carpet scenarios where people usually
move slowly or stand still. Our real world data set showed worse results than the laboratory
data set, most probably due to the number of people standing next to each other on the
red carpet and due to the clothing they wear. More elaborated evaluation test sets should
include systematic changes of the worn clothes, as this is an issue for occlusion especially in
cases with long dresses and skirts. Furthermore, the body and head position should be more
accurately determined using advanced methods for 3D human pose estimation. Finally, the
results are promising to discriminate different gestures of persons standing on the red carpet
and might even be usable for head and body angle estimations.
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